
Micro Market Cabinetry

Elite Assembly Instructions

These instructions cover a wide range of layouts. This install may not contain all the elements 
shown. Use the layout provided for the install. All screws/bolts should be tightened until snug, do 
not overtighten!

Place Equipment/CabinetryPlace Equipment/Cabinetry
Place all equipment and cabinetry in place according to the layout ordered. Since the coolers are 
typically the heaviest part of the bank, putting them in their final location is most helpful. Assuming 
the location of everything is correct, the coolers will act as anchors for setting up the cabinetry. If 
the layout involves a corner, start setting up cabinets and equipment at the corner and work out in 
each direction. A typical layout may include the following:
 • a kiosk cabinet
 • a snack cabinet
 • a coffee cabinet
 • panels that are labeled for placement
 • headers for cooler sections

AssemblyAssembly

The diagrams that follow show a variety of setup connections. Use the correct size connector bolts 
and the 1/4” sleeves to connect the cabinets, panels, and headers together as shown.
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 Overhead View

1 - End Panel to the End of a Bank Example       2 - Cooler Header to Panel to Cooler Header Connection Example

3 - Cooler Header to Cabinet Connection Example  
These sections will be large and heavy, so use 

caution and assistance to push the combined 

sections against the wall. Be sure to keep the 

panels from buckling while moving.

As a last step of any installation, please ensure 

all panels, cabinets, and coolers are braced 

securely. We strive to include all necessary 

instructions and hardware, but it is the 

responsibility of the installer to ensure the 

cabinetry has been secured properly.
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